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VIRTUAL SCREENING ROOMS
MYmovies > will host the two competitions, the tributes, the retrospectives and the classics
MUBI > will host "Un po' di Varda - A little bit of Varda", the special tribute that BFM is dedicating to
Angès Varda
Cineteca Milano > will be dedicated entirely to the Kino Club, the festival section dedicated to our
younger audience and schools
Furthermore, our YouTube channel will offer daily live streams of all the meetings with authors and
special events.
TICKETS / SUBSCRIPTIONS
SINGLE TICKET - €5: Allows you to watch a single film on Mymovies.it on the days and for the duration
specified in the program.
STANDARD SUBSCRIPTION - €30: Allows you to access the complete BFM 39 program on MYmovies,
and gives you 30 days of free access on MUBI.
PLUS SUBSCRIPTION - €40: Allows you to access the complete BFM 39 program on MYmovies, and
gives you 30 days of free access on MUBI. You will also receive the printed catalogue of the Festival
and the exclusive BFM/Miomojo R-PET backpack.*
BFM LOVERS SUBSCRIPTION - €100: Allows you to access the complete BFM 39 program on
MYmovies, and gives you a 30-days free trial on MUBI. You will also receive the printed catalogue of
the Festival, the exclusive BFM/Miomojo R-PET backpack and the Special Edition BFM mug.*
The subscription is strictly personal and non-transferrable. For subscription holders, access to the
Mymovies.it virtual screening room is possible upon reservation, and subject to availability.
INFO
For the MUBI free trial, you will be provided with a link. By entering all your data, you will be able to
access the BFM39 selection and all the films on the platform for free for thirty days, with the
possibility of ending the trial period at any time.
To access the Kino Club section, dedicated to children and teenagers and available on the Cineteca
Milano VOD platform, write us at formazione@bergamofilmmeeting.it.
*During the days of the Festival, an Info Point will be active in the Auditorium of Piazza Libertà, where
it will be possible to collect the BFM39 catalogue and merchandise. You're not in Bergamo? No
problem: you will receive the catalogue and merchandise at home!
HELP DESK
MYmovies: In case of technical issues on the platform, there's a help desk available 7 days a week
from 9:00 AM to 10:00 PM, or your can write to live@mymovies.it
Mubi: support@mubi.com
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COMPETITION EXHIBITION
As always dedicated to new authors, the international competition will premiere 7 feature films,
never before screened in Italy, characterized by their stylistic and narrative originality in dealing with
contemporary themes. The selected feature films will compete for the Bergamo Film Meeting Award,
granted to the three best films in the section based on the preferences expressed by the audience.
The winner will receive an award worth 5,000 euros, set up to support productions that invest in
young authors, in independent and quality cinema. In addition to that, an international jury will grant
2,000 euros as prize money for the Award for Best Director. The jury will be chaired by Martha Otte,
senior coordinator of the Tromsø International Film Festival programme, along with French director
Dominique Cabrera and Luciano Barisone, journalist and film critic.
Une vie démente/Madly in Life
ITP
by Raphaël Balboni and Ann Sirot, Belgium, 2020, 87'
Alex and Noémie, both in their thirties, want a child. But their plans are upset when Alex’s mother,
Suzanne, starts acting rather bizarrely, due a "semantic dementia". What if sudden changes reverse
children and parents upside down?
Ghost Tropic
ITP
by Bas Devos, Belgium, Netherlands, 2019, 85'
After a long day at work, Khadija falls asleep on the last subway train. When she wakes up at the end
of the line, she has no choice but to make her way home on foot.
Spirál/Spiral
ITP
by Cecília Felméri, Hungary, Romania, 2020, 98'
A man, two women, a lake and how life and nature’s cycles are connected. A psychological drama
about repeated patterns in relationships, the difficulties of changing and letting go of the past.
Sometimes we can't let go, and this might result in consequences that end in tragedy. There's only
one thing we can do: face ourselves.
Pun mjesec/Full Moon
ITP
by Nermin Hamzagić, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2019, 85'
A Full Moon night. Hamza, a police inspector, takes his wife to the maternity ward. Her water broke
and the doctor orders an urgent delivery. Hamza is worried but he has to leave her - he wasn't able to
get the night off. At the police station he has to deal with his corrupt colleagues as usual.
Raftis/Tailor
ITP
by Sonia Liza Kenterman, Greece, Germany, Belgium, 2020, 100'
Nikos is an eccentric tailor who lives in the attic of the family’s tailor shop. When the bank threatens
to repossess the shop and his father falls ill, Nikos takes action: with a wondrously strange tailor shop
on wheels, he reinvents himself, while bringing style and confidence to the women of Athens.
Adventures of a Mathematician
ITP
by Thor Klein, Germany, Poland, United Kingdom, Bosnia and Herzegovina, France, Austria, Romania,
Netherlands, Norway, Turkey, 2020, 102'
The true story of Polish immigrant and mathematician Stan Ulam, who moved to the US during the
World War II. Stan deals with a deep inner and moral struggle, while helping to create the hydrogen
bomb and the first computer.
Rivale/Rival
ITP
by Marcus Lenz, Germany, 2020, 96'
9-year-old Roman follows his mother Oksana, who left Ukraine to work illegally in Germany. There she
lives with Gert, a 62- year-old German widower. Gert tries to make friends with the boy, but Roman
keeps his distance.
ITP: Italian Premiere

CLOSE UP
Independent international productions never before screened in Italy. Documentary films in which
the inquisitive and attentive gaze of the director delves without hesitation into the heart of reality,
proving capable of grasping and synthesising the visible and the invisible, narrating a theme, a place, a
character in "close-ups", with intensity and participation. Two awards will be assigned: worth € 2,000,
the Best Documentary CGIL Bergamo - Close UP Section will be awarded based on the preferences
expressed by the audience, as a recognition to promote independent film productions; the CGIL Jury
Prize, worth € 1,000 and reserved for the film that best addresses the issues related to the labour
market and working life, will be awarded by the CGIL Bergamo trade union delegates to the director
of the best film in competition.
Lobster Soup
ITP
by Pepe Andreu e Rafa Molés, Spain, Iceland, Lithuania, 2020, 97'
Every morning Krilli prepares the lobster soup from Bryggjan café, a tiny place in Iceland's most
anodyne village. But now the mountain, the tourists and the lava field seem to be pushing the whole
village into the sea.
Après L'usine/Beyond The Factory
ITP
by Maxime Coton, Belgium, 2019, 50'
Haunted by images of the factory in which he worked for thirty years, Marc Coton meets his former
colleagues to find an answer to a question left open by the sudden closure of this industrial flagship:
«Now that the plant has closed, what have we become?».
Pollywood
ITP
by Pawel Ferdek, Poland, 2020, 85'
Pollywood is a director’s personal journey to America, following the traces of East-European founders
of Hollywood. It is a universal and entertaining story about courage and desperation, about the
history of the Dream Factory and modern day Hollywood.
Show Dancer
ITP
by Laurits Flensted-Jensen, Denmark, 2020, 77'
A prison sentence becomes a wake-up call for the dancer Lasse, but can he free himself from his drug
addiction and his urge to live an intense life?
Olliver Hawk/The Hypnotist
ITP
by Arthur Franck, Finland, 2019, 72'
In 1980, Olavi Hakasalo, a.k.a Olliver Hawk, Finland’s most famous hypnotist, ended up on trial
charged with fraud. A meditation on power, truth and myths in Cold War Finland.
My Mexican Bretzel
by Nuria Giménez Lorang, Spain, 2019, 74'
My Mexican Bretzel is a silent film subtitled with excerpts from – so we are told – the diary of Vivian
Barrett and made by the homespun films of her husband, a wealthy industrialist, between the ‘40s
and ‘60s of last century.
ჩემი ნაწილი დედამიწაზე/My Piece Of The Earth
ITP
by Maka Gogaladze, Georgia, 2019, 54'
Fast and radical changes, brought by the collapse of Soviet Union in my city - Tbilisi, capital of Georgia
- was followed by a fire in my home. I try to bring together the artifacts of my personal history and
preserve my memory, which reflects collective emotional memory of Georgia.
Alt det jeg er/All that I am
ITP
by Tone Grøttjord-Glenne, Norway, 2020, 75'
Emilie was sexually abused by her stepfather from the age of six until she was twelve, when he was
convicted and imprisoned. After five years in the foster system, eighteen year old Emilie returns to
her family home to rebuild a fractured relationship with her mother and younger half-siblings.

My Father, The Spy
ITP
by Gints Grūbe e Jaak Kilmi, Latvia, USA, Germany, 2019, 84'
Pulling back the curtain on the shady behind-the-scenes world of the Cold War, this film tells a
daughter’s dramatic story of her double-agent father, exploring their relationship against the
backdrop of events which rooted back more than four decades ago.
Ikuiset vaeltajat/Carnival Pilgrims
ITP
by Mika Mattila, Finland, Norway, Germany, 2020, 88'
What makes us move? Why the restless desire to rest somewhere far away? Carnival Pilgrims is a
cinematic reflection on the phenomena of global tourism and the perpetual desire to be somewhere
else.
The Sound Is Innocent
ITP
by Johana Ožvold, Czech Republic, France, Slovakia, 2019, 68'
Our guide in this musical playground is Johana, music composer and director of the film. For her,
electronic music allows a wide range of free artistic expression. But how to find a direction in this
seemingly endless space?
They Thought They Saw A Ghost
WPR
by Paolo Patelli, Giulio Squillacciotti, Giuditta Vendrame, Italy, Netherlands, 2020, 51'
Delving into the invisibility of labor under automation, the film offers an entry point to the everyday
world of seafarers, the carriers of 90% of the world’s goods. Catching a glimpse of the social
infrastructure that provides seafarers support and care, unfolding as a chaptered immersive
observation of time transformed by automated technologies.
Síðasta Haustið/The Last Autumn
ITP
by Yrsa Roca Fannberg, Iceland, 2019, 79'
A desolate farm, pushed up against the Arctic ocean has been breeding sheep for centuries. This is
the last autumn they herd their sheep down from the surrounding mountains.
Albert, berger/The Sheperd Albert
WPR
by Philippe Van Cutsem, Belgium, France, 2019, 62'
Albert François Ciocca, a native of Marseille, lived between 1907 and 1963, the year of his death, in
the region of Montagne de Lure, where he worked as a shepherd. The shepherd Albert – this is how
he called himself – would have fallen completely into oblivion if, many years later, a man had
discovered by chance some short poetic texts written in pencil in some stones of a sheepfold.
Amor Fati
ITP
by Cláudia Varejão, Portugal, France, Switzerland, 2020, 102'
Amor Fati seeks out parts that complete each other. These are portraits of couples, friends, families
and pets and their owners. They share the intimacy of daily life, habits, beliefs, tastes and even some
physical traits.
Arguments
ITP
by Olivier Zabat, France, 2019, 108'
Ron Coleman and his wife Karen Taylor welcome in their home people from all over Europe. Their
guests hear invasive voices commenting on their thoughts and their daily actions. Together, they
discuss the impact these voices have on their lives and social identities.

ITP: Italian Premiere
WPR: World Premiere

EUROPE, NOW!
For this 39th edition of Bergamo Film Meeting, the exploration of contemporary European cinema will
focus on the works of Mia Hansen-Løve (France) and João Nicolau (Portugal). The section will
showcase - for the first time in Italy - the complete works of both these filmmakers, characterised by
particular attention to the turmoil of individuals immersed in the contradictions of society and by the
sharpness of their introspective approach to narration.The section will also be complemented by a
selection of graduation films from the European film schools participating in the CILECT programme,
in collaboration with the Civica Scuola di Cinema Luchino Visconti of Milan, and by e da Europe, Now!
Film Industry Meetings (April 26-27), a two-day panel for film industry professionals established as a
platform for networking and keeping up to date with the opportunities offered by festivals, markets,
training programmes, European and national funds.

Mia Hansen-Løve
Parisian, born in 1981, she made her debut as an actress at a very young age Olivier Assayas' Fin août,
début septembre (Late August, Early September - 1998) and Les destinées sentimentales (Sentimental
Destinies - 2000). Their artistic partnership would soon translate outside the set also. In 2001, Mia
Hansen-Løve enrolled at the Conservatoire d'art dramatique in Paris, which she left after two years,
when she began writing for Cahiers du Cinéma.
Shortly after, she moved behind the camera with a black and white short Un pur esprit (2004),
immediately followed by another short, Après mûre réflexion, presented at the Locarno Film Festival.
In 2007, her first feature Tout est pardonné (All Is Forgiven), a story of family ties and abandonment,
made its debut at the Quinzaine des réalisateurs at the Cannes Film Festival; the film was also
awarded the Louis Delluc Prize and was nominated for Best First Feature at the Cèsar.
The following feature, Le père de mes enfants (Father of my children, 2009), portrays the decline of an
established film producer and his decision to take his own life, leaving his wife and daughters to
grapple with his material and spiritual legacy. The film won the Special Jury Prize at Cannes, in the Un
Certain Regard section.
In 2012, Hansen-Løve won the Best Director's award at the Locarno Film Festival with Un amour de
jeunesse (Goodbye First Love), where Lola Créton stars in an all-encompassing love story born during
adolescence and consumed in adulthood.
After the release of Eden (2014), a portrait of the French music scene of the nineties inspired by the
story of her brother Sven presented at the Toronto International Film Festival, in 2016 Mia HansenLøve directed Isabelle Huppert in L'avenir (Things to come), which earned her the Silver Bear for Best
Director in Berlin. The film tells the story of a philosophy teacher whose seemingly perfect life begins
to fall apart when her husband leaves her and her children leave home.
In September 2018, Hansen-Løve returned to Toronto for the preview of Maya, a trip to India of a
young war reporter searching for peace and communion with the world, away from the ghosts of a
traumatic past and present.
Director and screenwriter of all her works, through her films Mia Hansen-Løve has collected a series
of portraits which, as she herself declared, are inspired by the people she met or loved, interweaving
stories of love, abandonment, growth and rebirth. Nowadays, Mia Hansen-Løve is an established
name among contemporary French filmmakers, beloved by critics who have followed her work from
Festival to Festival, often comparing her to masters such as Truffaut and Rohmer.
Her latest feature film, Bergman Island, will be presented at the next Cannes Film Festival. Filmed
entirely in English and starring Tim Roth, the film portrays the professional and personal relationship
of a couple of American directors who retired to the island of Fårö - where Ingmar Bergman lived - to
write a movie.
On Wednesday, the 28th of April at 9PM the director will attend a live Q&A for the audience on the
BFM Facebook page.
On Thursday, the 29th of April at 2.30PM the director will have a meeting with the students of Civica
Scuola di Cinema Luchino Visconti di Milano - Fondazione FM.

FILM
Après mûre réflexion, France, 2004, 15'
Un pur esprit/A Pure Spirit, France, 2004, 3'
Tout est pardonné/All Is Forgiven, France, 2007, 105'
Le père de mes enfants/Father of My Children, France, Germany, Belgium, 2010, 110'
Un amour de jeunesse/Goodbye First Love, France, Germany, 2011, 110'
Eden, France, 2014, 131'
L'avenir/Things to Come, France, Germany, 2016, 102'
Maya, France, Germany, 2018, 107'

JOÃO NICOLAU

João Nicolau was born in Lisbon and studied anthropology. He's a film director, editor, actor and
musician. As an editor, he worked with João César Monteiro, Margarida Gil, Alessandro Comodin and
Miguel Gomes. In 1999 he shot the documentary Calado não dá, set on the island of Santiago in Cape
Verde; Rapace (Bird of Prey), presented at the Cannes Film Festival in 2006, in Mar del Plata, Buenos
Aires and at the Viennale, is his first fiction short film starring a boy whose life is shaken by a beautiful
young translator. In 2009 he directed the short film Canção de amor e saúde (Song of Love and
Health), also selected at Cannes for the Quinzaine des réalisateurs. In 2010 he finished his first feature
film, A espada e a rosa (The Sword and The Rose); screened at the Venice Film Festival in the Orizzonti
section, in San Paulo and Buenos Aires, the film tells the story of a young Lisbonese obsessed with
order who decides to embark on a 15 th century Portuguese caravel and live according to piracy codes.
In 2012 came the short film O dom das lágrimas (The Gift of Tears), an iconographic journey
immersed in Lusitanian imagery. In 2013 he returned to Cannes with Gambozinos (A Wild Goose
Chase), a short story about the experience of a ten-year-old boy at summer camp.
Presented in Seville, Turin, Belfort and San Paolo, his second feature John From (2015), is a brilliant
and somewhat outlandish comedy that revolves around the character of Rita, a teenager discovering
the world, and her love fantasies. His latest work, Technoboss (2019), premiered at the Locarno film
festival. The protagonist, Luís Rovisco, is a safety device technician; as retirement approaches, he
realises the futility of the time spent at work and gives in to what makes him feel alive instead: music,
dancing and the taste of youth.
On Thursday, the 29th of April at 8PM, in collaboration with Circolo del Cinema of Verona, there will
be an online screening of John From and an interview to the director.
On Thursday, the 29th of April at 9PM the director will attend a live Q&A on the BFM Facebook page.
In collaboration with Agência - Portuguese Short Film Agency, O Som e a Fúria and LUSO - Travelling
exhibition of the new portuguese cinema. Under the patronage of the Portuguese Consulate in Milan.

FILM
Rapace/Bird Of Prey, Portugal, 2006, 25'
Canção de amor e saúde/Song of Love and Health, Portugal, France, 2009, 35'
A Espada e a Rosa/The Sword And The Rose, Portugal, France, 2010, 142'
O Dom das Lágrimas/The Gift of Tears, Portugal, 2012, 28'
Gambozinos/Wild Haggis, Portugal, France, 2013, 20'
John From, Portugal, France, 2015, 100'
Technoboss, Portugal, 2019, 113'

Europe, Now!
Boys & Girls - The Best of CILECT Prize

In collaboration with CILECT and Civica Scuola di Cinema Luchino Visconti – Fondazione FM.

FILM
New Neighbours by Sara Burgio, Andrea Mannino, Giacomo Rinaldi, Italy, 2018, 6’
Casting by Sándor Csoma, Hungary, 2019, 27’
Pod mrakem/Cloudy by Filip Diviak, Zuzana Čupová, Czech Republic, 2018, 5’
Homebound by Marika Harjusaari, Finland, 2019, 19’
Siostry/The Sisters by Michał Hytroś, Poland, 2018, 20’
Ostrom/A Siege by István Kovács, Hungary, 2018, 22’
Après le silence/After the Silence by Sonam Larcin, Belgium, 2018, 23’
Sisters by Daphne Lucker, Netherlands, 2018, 15’
Tente 113, Idomèni/Tent 113, Idomèni by Henri Marbacher, Switzerland, 2020, 18’
Cukr a sůl/Sugar and Salt by Adam Martinec, Czech Republic, 2019, 19’
I Was Still There When You Left Me by Marie McCourt, Belgium, 2020, 23’
Augenblicke/A Blink of an Eye by Kiana Naghshineh, Germany, 2018, 4’
Piołun/Bitter Herb by Maria Ornaf, Poland, 2019, 16’
Tanda by Teodora-Kosara Popova, Bulgaria, 2021, 21’
Cuttin' Well by Oscar Wicken, Norway, 2019, 13’
Meli Melo/The Mish Mash by Julian Wolf, Belgium, 2018, 19’

EUROPE, NOW! FILM INDUSTRY MEETINGS
Meet the European Decision Makers
MONDAY, APRIL 26 - TUESDAY, APRIL 27 / ZOOM Platform
Brand new and all-European industry section which is intended to be a Networking Platform devoted
to the opportunities that European festivals, markets, training programmes and funding offer to
young directors and producers, in a more professional and international perspective.
MONDAY, APRIL 26th
THE EUROPEAN FESTIVALS: ROLE AND PERSPECTIVES IN THE NEXT TEN YEARS OF CREATIVE EUROPE.
Meet the European Festivals, Co-production Markets and Labs!
Film festivals are nowadays the go-to place for distribution, promotion of innovation and heritage, but
also an access point to the market and a hub of permanent education as well as critical discussion and
audience development. With the continued support of Creative Europe, BFM promotes a day of
debate and networking, inviting representatives of European festivals, markets and institutions that
share the mission to promote the circulation of European film.
h 2.30 PM
Opening of EUROPE, NOW! FILM INDUSTRY MEETINGS
h 2.45 PM
Panel: The role of festivals: distribution, promotion of innovation and heritage, and audience
development. Moderated by Cristina Loglio, expert in European cultural policies.
1° slot - Festival funding and a few examples of European film festival and network models
Silvia Sandrone (Creative Europe Desk Italy MEDIA): Creative Europe Desk Italy MEDIA:
Creativa Europe tools for supporting the mission and future challenges of EU film festivals.
Carolina Stera - Associazione Alpe Adria Cinema: The case study of Trieste Film Festival which
is now part of a European network of film festivals co-founded by Creative Europe (MIOB Moving Images Open Borders).
Chiara Omero - AFIC: How Italian film festivals deal with audience development challenges,
including conversion to online streaming.
Martha Otte - Tromsø International Film Festival: A virtuous example of a European film
festival that also supports production and distribution.
h 3.30 PM
Coffee Break
h 3.40 PM
2° slot - Film festivals and the promotion of heritage films
Markus Duffner - Locarno Pro: The Heritage Online Platform of Locarno Pro.
Gérald Duchaussoy - Institut Lumière and Marché International du Film Classique (MIFC): how
to promote heritage films through its market, analyzing current trends and looking to the
future.
György Ráduly - Hungarian Film Archive: Retrospectives and tributes in the festival
programming as a chance to promote film restoration and the rediscovery of the masters of
contemporary cinema.
h 4.15 PM
Coffee Break
h 4.25 PM
3° slot - The Italian festivals: their film literacy and audience development strategies and their relation
with independent distribution
Film Festivals and film education
Bruno Zambardino - Piano Cinema e Immagini per la Scuola - MIC - Direzione Generale
Cinema e Audiovisivo: some news on the 2021 / 2022 guidelines for supporting film literacy
initiatives.

Silvia Pareti - Piccolo Grande Cinema: How festivals can work in synergy with education; an
example of a film festival entirely devoted to children and youth, and a successful European
film literacy project co-funded by Creative Europe (The Film Corner Platform).
Emilie Boucheteil - European Film Factory: A case study of an online platform entirely
devoted to film education
Film Festivals and (online) distribution strategies
Eddie Bertozzi - Academy Two (member of Europa Distribution): How film festivals can
support the distribution of independent and arthouse films (that often, after touring the
festival circuit, have to build their presence in movie theatres) and contribute to create new
audiences for them.
Irene Musumeci - MUBI: How a streaming platform, which has been defined as the Netflix for
essai films, is putting in place strategies in terms of audience development at a European
level.
h 6.00 PM
Talk with the protagonists of the “Europe, Now!” section of Bergamo Film Meeting 39
6.00 PM - Mia Hansen-Løve: some hints on a European director who has followed some kind
of “exemplary” paths in her career.
7.00 PM - João Nicolau: a Portuguese director who co-produces with France, has a special
bond with Italy (the partnership with Alessandro Comodin) and whose sales agent is one of
the most important in Europe.
TUESDAY, APRIL 27th
EUROPEAN FUNDING, EU CO-PRODUCTIONS AND ACCESS TO THE MARKET: WHAT IS WHAT?
Directors and producers (i.e. the creative team of a film project) are nowadays required to be more
knowledgeable and deeply aware of all the opportunities that Creative Europe and national and
regional institutions offer in order to support a film project, no matter the production stage. Film
festivals, with their co-production forums and training programmes, are often the go-to place, but
then it is imperative to develop an expertise on funding and access to market tools which, in some
case, are very niche-oriented but can generally help a lot in facing the financial issues typical of any
stage of a film production. Being part of a professional network is another way to find other useful
tools and to exchange ideas with European colleagues on similar issues, looking for common
solutions.
h 10.30 AM
Greetings and presentation of the day's programme
h 10.40 AM
Access to film funding and the market - Moderated by Cristina Loglio, expert in European cultural
policies.
1° slot – Access to market – Institutional tools in place
Silvia Sandrone - Creative Europe Desk Italy - Media: An overview on EU funds supporting the
producers.
Mariella Troccoli - MIC - Direzione Generale Cinema e Audiovisivo: An overview on the
opportunities for co-production funding and the news tools for internationalisation of film
professionals.
Roberto Stabile – ANICA: An overview on available tools for promoting the
internationalisation of young Italian film professionals.
h 11.30 AM
Coffee Break
h 11.40 AM
2° slot – Access to market – Platforms
Jo Mühlberger - European Film Promotion: “Producers on the Move Programme” and the
other EFP tools to support the permanent education of directors and producers, their

access
to
the
market
and
European
networking
of
professionals.
Frédéric BOYER - Les Arcs FF e l’Industry Village: How a successful co-production forum that
became a European reference point can change the programming of festivals.
Alessandra Speciale - Milano Film Network: How a film festival network built some tools to
promote the access to market for young filmmakers and producers, with an eye on the
positive effects on the territory.
Federico Pedroni - Rai Cinema: How the most important national broadcasting network
operates for supporting films of Italian young directors, in a European perspective.
h 12.20 PM Coffee Break
h 12.30 PM
3°slot – Access to market – Best practices
Alessandro Gropplero - When East Meets West: a successful model of co-production forum
which is also a training opportunity, celebrating ten years of constant business growth; why
it is a go-to place and what tools it can provide for directors and producers.
Maria Bonsanti - Eurodoc: the most important European training programme for
documentary producers.
Alessandra Pastore - Meeting Point Vilnius: A case study of an industry platform which was
born as a regional one and has been increasing its relevance at a European level.
h 2.30 PM - 4.30 PM
One to one sessions with some of the panelists
Reservation is required. Confirmed availability of Silvia Sandrone, Eddie Bertozzi, Frédéric Boyer,
Gérald Duchaussoy, Markus Duffner, Alessandro Gropplero, Irene Musumeci, Alessandra Speciale,
Carolina Stera.
h 4.30 PM
EU co-productions – Some case histories (in collaboration with AGICI)
Institutional greetings of Marina Marzotto (AGICI President).
Contributions: Claudia Di Lascia, Federico Minetti, Gianfilippo Pedote, Nadia Trevisan, Ines Vasiljevic.
How Italian authors can re-organise their work in a creative and European sense: some new strategies
and collaboration, also starting from the case study of La prima onda (in collaboration with AIR 3)
Institutional greetings of Carlo Sigon – (film director and AIR3 President). Contributions: Paolo Vari –
regista e produttore e Claudio Bozzatello – regista. In collaborazione con AIR3 - Italian Directors Guild.
Last but not least: some case histories to reflect on
Cristina Sardo - Rossofuoco: How an EU co-production can solve financial problems in a
radical way: the case of Fuori tutto, 2019 documentary winner of the Torino Film Festival
Italiana Doc section, where Italy became minority co-production.
Marica Stocchi - Rosamont: some experiences of European co-productions.
In collaboration with Creative Europe Desk Italy MEDIA – Ufficio di Torino, AGICI - Associazione
Generale Industrie Cine-Audiovisive Indipendenti and AIR3 - Italian Directors Guild - Associazione
Italiana Registi.

ANIMATION CINEMA: IZABELA PLUCIŃSKA
Izabela Plucińska is the protagonist of the section dedicated to auteur animation cinema by the 39 th
edition of Bergamo Film Meeting. The complete works of the award-winning and talented Polish
animator will be presented as a European preview: 14 films, made in Claymation - i.e. stop motion
with plasticine, a material that Plucińska has always masterfully used -, where everyday life and
dreamscapes alternate in a surprising way.
Izabela Plucińska began her training at the Łódź Film School, where she made three short films:
Studnia (Backyard, 1999), Dubler (Twin, 2001) and Po drugiej stronie (On the other side, 2002). These
films display, in embryo, Plucińska's approach to plasticine: deliberately crudely-modelled figures that
allow the characters to change their shapes in a space and time where the lines between reality and
evocation are blurred.
In 2005, thanks to a scholarship that allowed her to move to Germany and attend the Film University
Babelsberg Konrad Wolf, she graduated with the short film Jam Session, based on the play of the
same name by Maciej Zenon Bordowicz. The film was awarded with the Silver Bear in the Berlinale
Short Film Competition, putting Plucińska on the radar of several international festivals such as the
Annecy International Animation Film Festival and the Warsaw Film Festival.
In 2006, together with Jamila Wenske, she founded an independent production company called
ClayTraces. Since then, she made a dozen short films that show a growing maturity in the use of a
material tangible yet challenging to master such as plasticine. A stationary camera, a glass top, and
grooves in the plasticine which, warming up under the fingers that shape it, is moulded into basreliefs and two-dimensional figures. One of the recurring subjects in Izabela Plucińska's filmography is
coupledom, with its mix of tenderness, irony, intimacy but also of quarrels and obstacles to
overcome. Her "trilogy of everyday life", composed of Sniadanie (Breakfast, 2006), Popoludnie
(Afternoon, 2012) and Abend (Evening, 2016), is a portrayal of how the normality of a relationship
can, through unpredictable events, bring to light the true meaning of sharing and love. This topic is
taken to the extreme in Sexy Laundry (2016), a tongue-in-cheek depiction of a couple's original
attempt to rekindle, after twenty-five years of marriage, the sexual spark of their early days.
Other films, such as 7 More Minutes (2007), Marathon (2008) - co-directed with Špela Čadež, to
whom Bergamo Film Meeting dedicated a complete retrospective in 2018 - and the medium-length
film Esterhazy (2009) portray a dream-like dimension: the characters move in a suspended time,
initially distressed then completely free from all worries.
During these months of ongoing pandemic, Izabela has been working on a new short film that has
allowed her to dabble with a technique that is new to her, i.e. charcoal sketching. Against a piercing
red backdrop, 98kg delves into the issue of domestic abuse experienced by a woman by the hands of
her husband, a toxic trap where those 98 kilos is the weight of the violence she is forced to endure.
At the moment, the Polish filmmaker is also working on the production of a medium-length film (30")
in which, returning to Claymation, she will adapt the novel Joko fête son anniversaire by Roland Topor,
an illustrator and playwright who had already inspired her Portrait en Pied de Suzanne (Portrait of
Suzanne, 2019). Kafkaesque narratives that come alive thanks to Izabela Plucińska's signature style,
with a nod to Jan Švankmajer, one of the masters by whom her works are largely inspired.
Izabela Plucińska will hold a free-admission masterclass on Sunday, the 25th of April from 3PM to 5PM
in collaboration with Associazione Avisco - Audiovisivo Scolastico. Free and mandatory registration by
email to formazione@bergamofilmmeeting.it.
On Wednesday, the 28th of April at 9PM the director will attend a live Q&A on the BFM Facebook
page. The meeting will be moderated by Andrea Martignoni, artisti director of Animaphix International
Animated Film Festival.
With the patronage of the Polish Institute in Rome and in collaboration with ClayTraces and the
Krakow Film Foundation

FILM
Portrait en Pied de Suzanne/Portrait of Suzanne, Poland, Germany, France, 2019, 14'53''
Sexy Laundry, Poland, Canada, Germany, 2016, 12'03''
Abend/Evening [l.t.], Poland, Germany, 2016, 2'30''
Liebling/Darling, Poland, Germany, 2013, 7’03’’
Popoludnie/Afternoon [l.t.], Poland, Germany, 2012, 2’38’’
Josette und ihr Papa/Josette and Her Daddy [l.t.], Germany, 2010, 8'
Esterhazy, Poland, Germany, 2009, 24'49''
Marathon, Poland, Germany, 2008, 5’11’’
7 More Minutes, Poland, Germany, 2007, 7'42''
Sniadanie/Breakfast [l.t.], Poland, 2006, 2'19''
Jam Session, Poland, Germany, 2005, 9'31''
Po drugiej stronie/On The Other Side [l.t.], Poland, 2002, 4'25''
Dubler/Twin [l.t.], Poland, 2001, 3'19''
Studnia/Backyard [l.t.], Poland, 1999, 2'29''

VOLKER SCHLÖNDORFF RETROSPECTIVE
Volker Schlöndorff, director, screenwriter, producer, actor and one of the most significant
representatives of post-war German cinema, will be the protagonist of the retrospective - presented
in national preview - of the Bergamo Film Meeting 2021 edition. A journey through 22 films outlines
the filmography of a multifaceted and highly creative author, often inspired by literature (he often
dabbled, in literary adaptations throughout the course of his career) and socio-political activism.
Eighty-two years young. Youthful attitude, plain language yet outstanding knowledge, great
storyteller. He gives off the impression of a person at the peak of their creative activity. Volker
Schlöndorff began his film career in 1960, and his last fiction feature film came out in 2017: he
worked as a director, screenwriter, producer, actor. He is undoubtedly one of the most representative
personalities of post-war German cinema.
Born on March 31, 1939, in Wiesbaden, he lost his mother to a freak accident at the age of five. In
1956 he went to France for a school exchange programme; the experience should have lasted two
months, but he ended up staying for over ten years. In Paris, he attended the prestigious Lycée Henri
IV: he had future director Bertrand Tavernier as a classmate for a while. His family wanted him to be a
doctor but, as he returned to Paris, Schlöndorff began working in cinema as an assistant director to
Louis Malle, Alain Resnais and Jean-Pierre Melville.
In 1964 he directed his first feature film, Der junge Törless (Young Törless). Based on Robert Musil's
novel, the film was a tremendous international success and received numerous awards in important
festivals: it is a coming-of-age story set in the years immediately before the Great War.
The adaptation of literary works will remain a constant throughout Schlöndorff’s career, who was
never intimidated to tackle the great masters of the twentieth century such as Marcel Proust - of
whom, in 1983, he bravely adapted the first chapter of «La Recherche», Un amour de Swann -,
Marguerite Yourcenar, Günter Grass, Heinrich Böll, Max Frisch, Margaret Atwood. In the following
decade he made several films, including the generational tale Mord und Totschlag (A Degree of
Murder, 1967); Baal (1970) and Der plötzliche Reichtum der armen Leute von Kombach (The Sudden
Wealth of the Poor People of Kombach, 1971), both produced for TV.
In 1972 he made Strohfeuer (A Free Woman), a film portraying the repressive nature of family,
followed in 1975 by Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum (The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum), based
on Heinrich Böll’s novella: an intense film affected by the political climate of the 1970s, marked by
terrorism and the repressive countermeasures adopted by the State. The first had Margarethe Von
Trotta in the lead role, who also co-signed and co-produced the latter. Partners in life from 1971 to
1991, the two worked together on several projects, including Der Fangschuß (Coup de Grâce, 1976), a
tragic love story set in 1919 in the Baltic regions, based on the novel by Marguerite Yourcenar. Female
emancipation is another recurring theme for Schlöndorff, which he always addressed with great
sensitivity and deep respect.
In 1979, with Die Blechtrommel (The Tin Drum), Schlöndorff won the Palme d’Or at Cannes and the
Oscar for best foreign film; through the eccentric figure of the protagonist, we witness the birth of
National Socialism and the years of World War II. The history of Germany and, in particular, the
tragedy of the concentration camps, are at the centre of Der Unhold (The Ogre, 1996) and Der Neunte
Tag (The Ninth Day, 2004), the latter never released in Italy. La mer à l’aube (Calm at Sea, 2011)
portrays an episode of the French Resistance under German occupation, while in Diplomatie
(Diplomacy, 2014) Hitler’s threat to destroy the French capital looms throughout the story.
The success of The Tin Drum first, and then of other subsequent films, paved the way to America for
Schlöndorff; there, he worked with Hollywood stars such as Dustin Hoffman and John Malkovich
(Death of a Salesman, 1986), Holly Hunter (A Gathering of Old Men, 1987), Natasha Richardson (The
Handmaid’s Tale, 1989), ranging between different genres, but always with an eye to the conflicts and
tensions of the contemporary world.
Between 2005 and 2006, he worked with Andrzej Wajda for the realization of Strajk - Die Heldin von
Danzig (Strike), also unreleased in Italy, which narrates the birth, of Solidarność in the early Eighties the independent union of Polish workers - through the eyes of a female character of great strength
and determination.

His outstanding versatility in the choice of subjects is also reflected in his professional life. Schlöndorff
alternates his work as a film director with theatre and opera, for which he has a great passion. In the
90s he met Billy Wilder, whom he filmed in two documentaries which offer a loving, lively and
poignant portrayal of the great, Austrian-born Jewish filmmaker who escaped to the United States
following the Nazi’s rise to power.
On Saturday, the 1st of May at 11AM the director will attend a live Q&A on the BFM Facebook page.
Under the patronage of the Goethe-Institut Mailand

FILM
Der junge Törless/Young Törless, France, West Germany, 1966, 87'
Mord und totschlag/Degree of Murder, West Germany, 1967, 87'
Baal, West Germany, 1970, 87
Der plötzliche Reichtum der armen Leute von Kombach/The Sudden Wealth of the Poor People of
Kombach, West Germany, 1971, 102'
Strohfeuer/Summer Lightning, West Germany, 1972, 100'
Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum/The Lost Honour of Katharina Blum, West Germany, 1975, 106'
Der Fangschuß/Coup de Grâce, France, West Germany, 1976, 97'
Deutschland im Herbst/Germany in Autumn, West Germany, 1978, 123
Die Blechtrommel/The Tin Drum, France, Poland, Yugoslavia, West Germany, 1979, 163'
Die Fälschung/Circle of Deceit, France, West Germany, 1981, 108'
Un amour de Swann/Swann in Love, France, West Germany, 1984, 110'
Death Of A Salesman, USA, 1985, 136'
A Gathering Of Old Men, USA, West Germany, 1987, 91'
Homo Faber/Voyager, Germany, France, Greece, 1991, 117'
Billy, How Did You Do It?, Germany, 1992, 183'
Der Unhold/The Ogre, Germany, France, United Kingdom, 1996, 118'
Die Stille nach dem Schuss/The Legend of Rita, Germany, 2000, 103'
Der neunte Tag/The Ninth Day, Germany, Luxembourg, Czech Republic, 2004, 98'
Strajk - Die Heldin von Danzig/Strike, Germany, Poland, 2006, 104'
La mer à l'aube/Calm at Sea, France, Germany, 2011, 90'
Ulzhan, Kazakhstan, Germany, France, 2007, 105'
Retour à Montauk/Return To Montauk, Germany, Ireland, France, 2017, 106'

TRIBUTE TO MÁRTA MÉSZÁROS
With a tribute consisting of 5 films restored by the National Film Institute - Film Archive - Hungary,
Bergamo Film Meeting pays homage to the innovative gaze of Hungarian director Márta Mészáros
who, though her militant filmmaking, has given voice to strong and complex women portraying the
reality and historical memory of his country.
«An independent woman – one who finds herself in a situation where she must make a decision on
her own – is the central character in each of the pictures I have made so far»
(Marta Mészaros, Hungarofilm Bulletin, 1976 No. 2.)
Marta Mészaros occupies a unique position in Hungarian and world film history. The director, Kossuth
and Prima Prize laureate, winner of awards at the Berlinale, Chicago, Cannes and many other
international film festivals, is in herself a historical legend. Together with her contemporaries Agnès
Varda, Larisa Shepitko and Věra Chytilová, she ranks as one of the most significant female authors in
the world. She is the first Hungarian woman to be awarded a diploma in film directing, she has
dedicated her movies to depicting the lives of women (their identity, deviance, female rebelliousness,
erotic intimacy and Hungarian history of Stalinism), and her directorial debut attracted global
attention.
Even as a young child she had struggled with being orphaned, with hunger and the vicissitudes of
history. She was born in Budapest in 1931. Her father, the avant-garde sculptor Laszló Mészaros, in
fleeing fascism moved the family to Kirgizia, where on the outbreak of World War II he fell victim to
Stalin’s purges. Her mother also died. She was placed in a Soviet orphanage and only returned to
Hungary after the war. Between 1954-56 she studied at the film academy in Moscow and until 1968
she made Romanian and Hungarian documentaries. These autobiographical motifs inspired the Diary
series that garnered considerable international acclaim.
She has directed feature films since 1968. In fact, her very first full-length film, The Girl. In Don’t Cry,
Pretty Girls, Riddance, Adoption, Nine Months, and The Two of Them Marta Mészaros depicts – in a
non-judgemental way and with puritanical unaffectedness – that process whereby something great
and simple happens in the life and relations of her self-aware, seeking-rebellious female protagonists,
forcing them to make decisions. These films were instant international hits.
Marta Mészaros won a Golden Bear at the Berlinale (for Adoption, 1975) being awarded to a female
director and also Hungarian director for the very first time in the history of the Berlinale. Nine
Monthstook an OCIC prize at the Berlinale and a FIPRESCI prize at Cannes (1977), and this opened the
way to international coproductions. These films of Mészaros differ from those of the “Budapest
School” that developed in parallel with her career in that she doesn’t concentrate on the social
background, showing only as much of the microclimate as is psychologically necessary.
The Heiressesmade in a coproduction reveals a historical background behind remarkable love triangle
relationships. Then came the Diary tetralogy, of which the first, Diary for My Children, won the Grand
Prix Speciale du Jury at Cannes (1984). The director with 30 feature films and numerous
documentaries to her name also made a movie, Unburied Man (2004), about Imre Nagy, the leading
figure of the 1956 Hungarian Revolution. Her latest film, Aurora Borealis (2017), which has been
recognized with several international awards, looks back to the Soviet occupation of Vienna through
an unusual mother-daughter fate.
In collaboration with National Film Institute – Film Archive – Hungary and with the patronage of
Consolato Generale di Ungheria in Milan.

FILM
Holdudvar/Binding Sentiments, Hungary, 1969, 82'
Szép lányok, ne sírjatok!/Don’t Cry, Pretty Girls!, Hungary, 1970, 85'
Örökbefogadás/Adoption, Hungary, 1975, 87'
Kilenc hónap/Nine Months, Hungary, 1976, 90'
Ők ketten/The Two of Them, Hungary, France, 1977, 92'

TRIBUTE TO JERZY SKOLIMOWSKI
The second homage of BFM 39, which includes 6 films, is dedicated to Jerzy Skolimowski, Polish
director, screenwriter and film actor, one of the most important representatives of Eastern European
cinema and author of a free and innovative film style.
Skolimowski was born in Łódź, Poland, in 1938. After the death of his father, a member of the
resistance killed in 1943, he spent his childhood and part of adolescence between Warsaw and
Prague: his schoolmates included future filmmakers Miloš Forman and Ivan Passer, as well as writer
and statesman Václav Havel. After completing his university studies, he divided himself between
boxing and literature, supporting numerous amateur fights and simultaneously publishing two poetry
collections and a theatrical piece. In 1960 he met Andrzej Wajda, who involved him in the creation of
Niewinni czarodzieje (Innocent sorcerers): Skolimowski co-wrote the script and played the character of
the young boxer. In the same year, he enrolled at the Łódź film school and, together with Roman
Polański, he wrote the screenplay for Nóz w Wodzie (Knife in the Water). His first short films are
characterized by the irreverent aspect of his political satire, a sophisticated use of music, mastery of
editing and the strong expressionistic tones of photography, along with a particular attention to youth
problems of the early 1960s in Poland. Rysopis (Identification Marks: None, 1964) will be followed by
Walkower (Walkover, 1965), Bariera (Barrier, 1966), Le départ (The Departure, 1967) and Rece do
góry (Hands Up!, 1967): all films portraying the Polish society with its transformations, social tensions,
socialist ideals, disappointed expectations. Hands up! caused quite an outrage among the powers that
be and would be published only fourteen years later. Skolimowski then chooses exile. The Departure,
shot in Belgium, won the Golden Bear in Berlin. Deep End and König, Dame, Bube (King, Queen,
Knave), both from 1972 and both made in Germany, precede The Shout (1978) and Moonlighting
(1982), the film which, rich in autobiographical elements, established Skolimowski status as an
emigrant, reflecting it in the figure of the protagonist. 1985 was the year of The Lightship, a story of
violence and redemption focused on the relationship between a father and his son, starring Klaus
Maria Brandauer and Robert Duvall; the film won the special jury award at the Venice Film Festival. In
1989 Skolimowski competed at Cannes with Torrents of Spring, adapted from the eponymous novel
by I.S. Turgeven, a story of overwhelming love between Nastassja Kinski and Timothy Hutton. A long
hiatus would follow. After 17 years of inactivity and 27 years of exile, the director returns to Poland to
direct Cztery nut z Anna (Four Nights with Anna, 2008); later, with Essential Killing (2010), he returned
to Venice and won the Silver Lion - Grand Jury Prize and the Volpi Cup for best actor thanks to Vincent
Gallo's performance. His latest work, 11 minut (11 Minutes, 2015), is a choral film of rare intensity and
a true cinematic fresco.
With the patronage of the Polish Institute of Rome

FILM
Rysopis/Identification Marks: None, Poland, 1964, 76'
Walkower/Walk over, Poland, 1965, 78'
Bariera/Barrier, Poland, 1966, 83'
Ręce do góry/Hands Up!, Poland, 1981, 72'
Essential Killing, Poland, Norway, Hungary, Ireland, 2010, 83'
11 minut/11 minutes Poland, Ireand, 2015, 81'

ENCOUNTERS: CINEMA AND CONTEMPORARY ART
The ENCOUNTERS: CINEMA AND CONTEMPORARY ART section was born from the collaboration
between the Festival and The Blank Contemporary Art. Its purpose is to highlight the intersections
between the universes of cinema and visual arts. This year, it’s being converted into three digital
events that will be screened through both organisations’ social channels. The conversations, which
will see the director photography Luca Bigazzi, director, voice actress and ISL coach Deborah Donadio,
and visual artist Gian Maria Tosatti as protagonists, aim to be an analysis on the nature of the “gaze”
and the relationship between seeing and knowing, in an approach moving from three different
perspectives in order to embrace the most diverse audience.
SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 3.00 pm / Live streaming on the Bergamo Film Meeting and The Blank Fb pages
CONVERSATION WITH LUCA BIGAZZI
Luca Bigazzi - award-winning director of photography - talks with Claudia Santeroni - coordinator of
The Blank - about the connections between the construction of film scenes, the organisation of
contemporary art performances and the evolution of light in painting and cinema. Retracing his
career and analysing it from an unprecedented point of view, the conversation with Luca Bigazzi aims
to highlight similarities and gaps between these two areas of contemporary culture: traditions,
schools, media, influences, xenophilia, budgets, productions, audiences, artifices, human
relationships.
TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 3.00 pm / Live streaming on the Bergamo Film Meeting and The Blank Fb pages
CONVERSATION WITH GIAN MARIA TOSATTI
Presentation of the film My Heart is a Void, the Void is a Mirror - Odessa Episode shot on the shores of
Lake Odessa by Gian Maria Tosatti, in conversation with Cristina Rota - Project Manager of The Blank and Lorenzo Quagliozzi. My Heart is a Void, the Void is a Mirror - Odessa Episode is a film born from
the backstage of a large environmental art installation created in Ukraine by Gian Maria Tosatti during
the most challenging stages of the Covid-19 pandemic. The entire journey and the work process,
which took place on the beach of a salt lake on the outskirts of Odessa, had their own epicity that
director Lorenzo Quagliozzi has chosen to address from outside the documentary logic. The author
chooses to set the tone on the narrative of a real adventure experienced by a group of men who
arrived in a solitary and ascetic place to talk about the crisis that the world is experiencing. Within the
film, in a constant blurring of boundaries, montage elements taken from the history of Russian cinema
interact with the creation of an original work of art. In the conversation that follows the film teaser still in progress - Tosatti and Quagliozzi discuss the meaning of evolving a simple documentary film
project into something hybrid and more complexly articulated that ends up becoming one with the
experience of the work itself. Made in collaboration with Izolyatsia Platform for Cultural Initiatives,
Моє серце пусте, як дзеркало - одеський епізод (My Heart is a Void, the Void is a Mirror - Odessa
Episode), is part of the Diptych of Trauma, a project promoted by The Blank Contemporary Art with
the support of the Italian Council (7 th Edition, 2019), a program for the promotion of Italian
contemporary art in the world by the General Direction for Contemporary Creativity of the Italian
Ministry of Culture.
THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 3.00 pm / Live streaming on the Bergamo Film Meeting and The Blank Fb pages
CONVERSATION WITH DEBORAH DONADIO
An interview with Deborah Donadio, actress, director, voice actress and ISL coach, and also one of
CINEDEAF - International Deaf Fim Festival organisers. Conducted by Sara Tonelli - head of The Blank’s
educational services - the interview is meant as a moment of reflection on the relationship between
cinema, deafness and accessibility. It will address issues such as the educational opportunities offered
by cinema, the meaning and value of deaf cinema, the distribution on the market of works by deaf
filmmakers, the inclusion of deaf talent in the film industry and the promotion of the knowledge of
sign language and deaf culture through film.
Thanks to the ISL interpreting service and subtitling, the events are also accessible to the deaf
audience, to which The Blank has dedicated the accessibility project LISten Project.

SPECIAL EVENTS, PREVIEWS AND CLASSICS
OPENING BFM 39
Brucia. Ancora.
Paolo Fresu, Elio Biffi, Paolo Spaccamonti, Gerardo Chimini play Il fuoco di Giovanni Pastrone
Four musicians play Il fuoco by Giovanni Pastrone, a 1915 film that the director signs with the name of
Piero Fosco. Four chapters that mark a painter's passion for a fatal woman, a fire that burns until he is
consumed. Four symbolic places of culture in Bergamo and the hope that they will soon be able to
reopen. A unique audiovisual experience dedicated to spectators and all cultural workers.

CULT MOVIE
The Seven Year Itch
by Billy Wilder, USA, 1955, 105'
When his family goes away for the summer, a hitherto faithful husband with an overactive
imagination is tempted by a beautiful neighbor.
Send Me No Flowers
by Norman Jewison, USA, 1964, 100'
A hypochondriac believes he is dying and makes plans for his wife which she discovers and
misunderstands.
Pillow Talk
by Michael Gordon, USA, 1959, 102'
An interior decorator and a playboy songwriter share a telephone party line and size each other up.
The Man Who Knew Too Much
di Alfred Hitchcock, Usa, 1956, 120'
A tale of innocent American tourists in Morocco whose son's kidnapping sets off a twisting plot of
international intrigue.
The Man Who Knew Too Much
by Alfred Hitchcock, United Kingdom, 1935, 75'
An ordinary British couple vacationing in Switzerland suddenly find themselves embroiled in a case of
international intrigue when their daughter is kidnapped by spies plotting a political assassination.

MUBI. A little bit of Varda
Black Panthers, France, USA, 1968, 31'
A short film of interviews and protests at a rally to free Huey P. Newton.
Le Bonheur/Happiness, France, 1968, 80'
François, a young carpenter, lives a happy, uncomplicated life with his wife Thérèse and their two
small children. One day he meets Emilie, a clerk in the local post office.
Lions Love, France, USA, 1970, 112'
Three actors in Hollywood live and love together. A director comes from New York to make a movie
about actors and Hollywood.
Les glaneurs et la glaneuse/The Gleaners and I, France, 2000, 82'
Varda films and interviews gleaners in France in all forms, from those picking fields after the harvest
to those scouring the dumpsters of Paris.
Les plages d'Agnès/The Beaches of Agnès, France, 2008, 112'
Agnès Varda explores her memories, mostly chronologically, with photographs, film clips, interviews,
reenactments, and droll, playful contemporary scenes of her narrating her story.

ORLANDO – Identità, relazioni, possibilità
Cassandro el exotico!/Cassandro The Exotico!
by Marie Losier, France, 2018, 73’
After 26 years of spinning dives and flying uppercuts on the ring, Cassandro, the star of the genderbending cross-dressing Mexican wrestlers known as the Exoticos, is far from retiring. But with dozens
of broken bones and metal pins in his body, he must now reinvent himself…

Lab 80 presents: BFM 5 EASY PIECES
Brucia. Ancora.
Paolo Fresu, Elio Biffi, Paolo Spaccamonti, Gerardo Chimini play Il fuoco di Giovanni Pastrone
Pastrone!
by Lorenzo De Nicola, Italy, 2019, 90'
The finding of an autobiographical manuscript written by Giovanni Pastrone, the most relevant figure
of Italian Silent film, prompts a researcher to reopen the historically closed case on the director. This
documentary sheds a complete new light over an emblematic exponent of the 20th century and the
stunning story of his only tragic failure.
Sì
by Luca Ferri, Italy, 2020, 19'
Middle-aged man in his living room is watching the creation of the cosmos through a gallery of
encyclopedic images where the human being is never present, except for some of his works, ruins or
activities. He falls asleep, lulled by the vision of an advertisement that features a woman, and finds
himself in an awful nightmare where he witnesses the hunting of some polar bears by arctic hunters.
Il Secondo Principio di Hans Liebschner/The Second Principle Of Hans Liebschner
by Stefano P. Testa, Italy, 2020, 88'
In fifty years of amateur filming, Hans Liebschner creates the intimate story of a united and happy
family, although in 2013, the year of his death, his films ended up for sale in a second - hand market.
Who was to get rid of those precious memories?
Star Stuff
by Milad Tangshir, Italy, 2019, 87’
A journey to three astronomical observatories situated in three remote corners of the planet (Chile,
Canary Islands, South Africa) in search for our place in the cosmos. Exploring the night sky with
astronomers operating those giant telescopes in order to uncover their personal revelations and to
realize that we all share a dot in the cosmic ocean.

CLOSE UP - OUT OF COMPETITION
Solo
by Artemio Benki, Czech Republic, France, Argentina, Austria, 2017, 84'
The true story of Polish immigrant and mathematician Stan Ulam, who moved to the US during the
World War II. Stan deals with a deep inner and moral struggle, while helping to create the hydrogen
bomb and the first computer.

CLOSE UP - CGIL SUGGESTS
La giornata/The Day [l.t.]
by Pippo Mezzapesa, Italy, 2017, 11'
The story of Paola Clemente, a 49-year-old farm worker who died of fatigue under the sun in South
Italy's fields. Narrated through the words from the documents of the investigation to the corporals
who exploited her and by the women who traveled with her by bus.

FILMS FROM THE NORTH – LOCKDOWN
Relativ risiko/Relative Risk by Inge Wegge, Norway, 2020, 30'
Ealát by Elle Márjá Eira, Norway, 2020, 32'
Alt blir bra?/Everything Is Gonna Be Okay? by Carl Christian L. Størmer, Norway, 2021, 57'

SPECIAL PROGRAMME: IRISCH SHORTS FROM CORK INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
4x4 by Ayla Amano, Ireland, 2020, 16’
Afterlife by Daniel Butler, Ireland, 2019, 15’
Algortihm by Edwina Casey, Ireland, 2019, 9’
Flicker by Luke Daly, Nathan Fagan, Ireland, 21’

Ballast by Jesse Gilbert, Ireland, United Kingdom, 2020, 16’
How to Fall in Love in a Pandemic by Michael-David McKernan, Ireland, USA, 2020, 11’
Hanging over the Atlantic by Fionn Walshe, Ireland, 2019, 9'

AUDIO FILM
Il Vedovo
by Dino Risi, Italy, 1959, 100'
Alberto Nardi is a Roman businessman who fancies himself a man of great capabilities, but whose
factory teeters perennially on the brink of catastrophe. Alberto is married to a rich and successful
businesswoman from Milan, Elvira Almiraghi who has a no-nonsense attitude and barely tolerates the
attempts of her husband to keep his factory afloat with her money.

KINO CLUB
THE FESTIVAL MEETS THE SCHOOLS
Always convinced of the importance of cinema and audio-visual education, BFM this year wants to be
closer than ever to school, which is experiencing a particularly challenging and delicate moment,
offering children and teenagers an opportunity for reflection and entertainment at the same time. For
this reason, from Monday April 26 to Friday April 30, through the online platform of the Cineteca di
Milano, the Festival will stream Kino Club, a free section composed of auteur animation feature films,
short films and documentaries that will be enriched by a selection of works from Animafest Zagreb; a
masterclass on the movie The Secret of Kells with Tomm Moore and Ross Stewart - two of the most
prominent contemporary animators, competing this year for the Oscars with Wolfwalkers -, promoted
by the European Film Factory and accessible through europeanfilmfactory.eu/registration; a selection
of short films restored by the Cineteca di Milano, including: two episodes from the series Le
avventure di Tofffsy e l’erba musicale (Tofffsy and the Musical Herb, 1974) by Pierluigi De Mas, the
extraordinary Harlekin (Prince Harlequin, 1931) by Lotte Reiniger and Bambini in città (Children in
Milan, 1946) by Luigi Comencini, a documentary showing children and young kids in post-WWII Milan;
last but not least, Cartoni animati…in corsia! (Cartoons in the ward), a selection of short films made by
the young patients of the Children’s Hospital - ASST Spedali Civili in Brescia during the workshops
conducted by Avisco.
Short presentations will introduce all the films, and our young viewers will also be able to download
educational fact sheets and material for a more informed viewing. The films will be accessible during
school hours to all primary and lower secondary school classes who wish to participate. It will also be
possible to book live meetings with the Festival experts for guidance. Secondary school students can
enjoy the films independently. Afterwards, they will be able to book online appointments during
school hours for a more in-depth analysis with experts and authors.
In collaboration with Animafest Zagreb, European Film Factory and Avisco.
Participation is reserved to schools and free of charge upon registration on the cinetecamilano.it
platform.
Ruben Brandt, Collector
by Milorad Krstic, Hungary, 2018, 96'
Ruben Brandt, a famous psychotherapist, is forced to steal 13 paintings from the world’s renowned
museums and private collections to prevent his suffering from terrible nightmares he has as a result
of subliminal messaging he received as a child. Accompanied by his four patients, he and his band of
thieves strike regularly and with great success: the Louvre, Tate, Uffizi, Hermitage, MoMA… “The
Collector” quickly becomes the most wanted criminal in the world. Gangsters and headhunters chase
him around the world while a cartel of insurance companies entrusts Mike Kowalski, a private
detective and leading expert on art theft, to solve the “Collector Case.”
L'extraordinaire voyage de Marona/Marona's Fantastic Tale
by Anca Damian, Romania, France, Belgium, 2019, 92'
The runt of a litter abandoned on the streets, a female dog meets many people who love her and take
care of her despite the various obstacles on her path. In an extended flashback, she recalls the
friendliness of Manole the acrobat, the affection and loving care of gentle giant Istvan and the
sweetness of Solange, a little girl with whom she embarked on many adventures.
Calamity, une enfance de Martha Jane Cannary/Calamity: A Childhood of Martha Jane Cannary
by Rémi Chayé, France, Denmark, 2020, 85'
In the far West, a pioneer caravan is on its way to Oregon. The last family to join is that of Mr
Cannary: poor and wife-less, he relies on his eldest daughter Marta Jane who, when her father is
gravely injured, will have to learn to fend for herself and take care of her brothers. The girl’s strong
character and tenacity will lead her to face a path full of obstacles and dangers in a vast world
dominated by men where everything is possible.

Gordon och Paddy/Gordon & Paddy
by Linda Hambäck, Sweden, 2017, 75’
Detective Gordon, the frog in charge of the forest police, is about to retire: he has protected small
animals from the feared fox for many years, but the time has come to appoint an apprentice. Paddy
the mouse, with her infallible nose, seems to be the perfect candidate in a moment of great chaos:
two puppies have disappeared, and she must hurry to restore peace in the woods.
À voix haute - La force de la parole/Speak Up
by Stéphane de Freitas, Lady Ly, France, 2017, 96'
Every year, at the University of Saint-Denis in the northern suburbs of Paris, Eloquentia, an oratory
competition, takes place. Students from different social backgrounds prepare to face the competition,
supported by professional counsellors who teach them the fine art of public speaking. Along the
weeks, young people learn the subtle mechanisms of rhetoric, tell their stories and reveal their talents
to others but, above all, to themselves.

ANIMAFEST ZAGREB SHORT FILMS
ANIMAFEST - KIDS+
Koyaa - živahna kanta/Koyaa – trippy trashcan by Kolja Saksida, Slovenia, 2019, 2'45''
Šarkan/The kite by Martin Smatana, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, 2019, 13'10''
Eine stürmische nacht/One stormy night by Gil Alkabetz, Germany, 2019, 9'
Odyssée de Choum/Shooom's Odyssey by Julien Bisaro, France, Belgium, 2019, 25'48''
Rime della luce by AA.VV. - Reparti dell'Ospedale dei Bambini di Brescia, Italy, 2021, 1'58''
ANIMAFEST - 11+
La vie de château/My Life In Versailles by Nathaniel H'limi, Clémence Madeleine-Perdrillat, France,
2020, 28'58''
Šarkan/The kite by Martin Smatana, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, 2019, 13'10''
Grand loup & petit loup/Big Wolf & Little Wolf by Rémi Durin, France, Belgium, 2018, 13'26''
Hors piste/Off Road [l.t.] by Léo Brunel, Loris Cavalier, Camille Jalabert, Oscar Malet, France, 2018,
6'01’’
Tio Tomás - A contabilidade dos dias/Uncle Thomas - Accounting For The Days by Regina Pessoa,
Canada, France, Portugal, 2018, 13'04''
ANIMAFEST - 14+
Nuit chérie/Sweet Night by Lia Bertels, Belgium, 2018, 13'43''
Time o' The Signs by Reinhold Bidner, Austria, 2019, 8'36''
Tio Tomás - A contabilidade dos dias/Uncle Thomas - Accounting For The Days by Regina Pessoa,
Canada, France, Portugal, 2018, 13'04''
Dcera/Daughter by Daria Kashcheeva, Czech Republic, 2019, 14'50''
Per tutta la vita by Roberto Catani, Italy, France, 2018, 5'19''
Kosmonaut/Cosmonaut by Kaspar Jancis, Estonia, 2019, 11'38''
Uzy/Ties by Dina Velikovskaya, Germany, Russia, 2019, 7'36''
Freeze Frame by Soetkin Verstegen, Belgium, Germany, 2019, 5'
WEDNESDAY, THE 28TH OF APRIL, 10AM - 11.30AM / Live on BFM Fb pand Youtube channel

MASTERCLASS WITH TOMM MOORE E ROSS STEWART
The Kino Club section, in collaboration with the European Film Factory, presents a Masterclass held by
one of the most influential authors in the animation cinema, Tomm Moore, together with art director
Ross Stewart. The two authors will speak with students about the film The Secret of Kells, available on
the platform of the European Film Factory: an animation masterpiece that celebrates Celtic art and
culture, as well as the beauty of nature and the need to protect it.
The Masterclass, which will be recorded, will be held in English with a simultaneous Italian translation.
The Secret Of Kells
by Tomm Moore, Nora Twomey, Ireland, Belgium, France, United Kingdom, 2009, 71’

Young Brendan, the abbot’s orphaned nephew, cannot bear that his uncle forbids him to venture into
a mysterious forest just outside the abbey walls. Brendan’s life takes an unexpected and adventurous
turn when Aidan, a master illuminator, finds refuge in Kells, bringing with him an unfinished book that
will allow the boy to discover mysterious places and make new and wonderful friends.

FOUND AND RESTORED - CINETECA DI MILANO
Le avventure di Tofffsy e l’erba magica – L’erba magica/The adventures of Tofffsy and his magical
musical herb – The magical musical herb [l.t.]
by Pierluigi de Mas, Italy, 1974, 5'44''
Le avventure di Tofffsy e l’erba magica – Gianandrea e l’erba magica/The adventures of Tofffsy and his
magical musical herb – Gianandrea and the magical musical herb [l.t.]
by Pierluigi de Mas, Italy, 1974, 5'50''
Tofffsy is a tiny elf who lives in a castle. Having come into possession of the magical musical herb,
which plays only if those who blow on it are genuinely sorry for their misdeeds, he manages to expose
many evil characters. Thanks to his bright ideas that, when they arrive, make the blond and curled
wisps on the sides of his head grow, he has the ability to make the bad guys repent.
Harlekin
by Lotte Reiniger, Germany, Italy, 1931, 11'22''
Chosen as a go-between messenger in the complicated love affair between a lord and a rich
noblewoman, the funny Harlequin will be the protagonist of a frantic fairy-tale adventure, among
tempting devils, court intrigues and an utterly unexpected finale.
Bambini in città/Kids in town [l.t.]
by Luigi Comencini, Italy, 1974, 14'37''
Milan, 1947. World War II is over, and the bombings have left the city in shambles. All this, however,
does not hinder children who, by imagining the bomb-wasted places into a playground, expressing all
their joie de vivre and their ability to adapt.

CARTONI ANIMATI IN CORSIA
Rime della luce/Rhymes from the light [l.t.]
by AA.VV. - Ward of Ospedale dei Bambini di Brescia, Italy, 2021, 1'53''
What can be born in the dark? Light! An animated short inspired by the poem of the same name by
Pierluigi Cappello, made the young patients of the Infantile Neuropsychiatry Ward of the ASST Spedali
Civili - Children’s Hospital of Brescia as part of the CIC in TOUCH project, the experimental and hi-tech
version of the Cartoons in the Ward project, which started in spring 2020.
Dancing around - Tra l'erbetta/Dancing Around - Inside the Grass [l.t.]
by AA.VV. - Ward of Ospedale dei Bambini di Brescia, Italy, 2019, 4'46''
Uga and Sergio are taking their usual walk among blades of grass when they find themselves facing
each other. The children of the Darfo secondary school and the young patient animators also came
together in this film: not in person, but through a soundtrack that was the basis for developing this
brief but intense story.
Topon
by AA.VV. - Ward of Ospedale dei Bambini di Brescia, Italy, 2019, 6'42''
Produced as a group in the Department of Child and Adolescent Neuropsychiatry in Brescia, Topon
pays tribute to the timeless Star Wars saga.
Sai la storia degli elefanti?/You know the story about elephants? [l.t.]
by AA.VV. - Ward of Ospedale dei Bambini di Brescia, Italy, 2019, 6'14''
Inspired by the nursery rhyme of the same name written by the IVªA class of primary school «A.
Canossi “of San Zeno Naviglio and winner of the cartoon writing competition “From the classroom to
the ward”, this short a funny story where elephants merrily wreak havoc everywhere.

Insieme/Together [l.t.]
by 5th grade students from "G. Pascoli" elementary school - I.C. di Redona, Italy, 2021
Spider crabs, flamingos, vipers and dolphins band together to protect one other, start a family, get
food and do many other things, including having fun. We humans also work a bit like that. Even in
times of pandemic, even at school, even making a cartoon. Sticking together makes everything better!

FESTIVAL AND SURROUNDINGS
SUNDAY, THE 25TH OF APRIL, 3PM - 5PM / Live on Zoom platform

MASTERCLASS WITH IZABELA PLUCIŃSKA
During the masterclass, Izabela Plucińska will illustrate the peculiar way in which she makes her films
in claymation, a cinematographic technique that animates plasticine in step one. This is not the best
known puppet animation, which involves the creation of three-dimensional characters; the result
obtained is, rather, very close to the bas-relief, so much so that, in some cases, backgrounds and
characters combine and merge. The director will also pay particular attention to the narratives of her
films which, often transposed from plays or novels, bend in an incredible way to her style of
animation.
Free and compulsory registration by email to formazione@bergamofilmmeeting.it
In collaboration with Associazione Avisco - Audiovisivo Scolastico.

@BFM ON TOUR
SATURDAY, THE 24TH OF APRIL, 10AM - 11.30AM / Cinema Nuovo Eden
Colazione con il critico - Il cinema di Billy Wilder
In collaboration with Fondazione Brescia Musei - Nuovo Eden di Brescia and LongTake.
BFM @MILANO
THURSDAY, THE 29TH OF APRIL, 2.30PM / Civica Scuola di Cinema Luchino Visconti
Talk with Mia Hansen - Løve.
Access reserved for school students.
In collaboration with Civica Scuola di Cinema Luchino Visconti - Fondazione FM.
BFM @VERONA
THURSDAY, THE 29TH OF APRIL, 8PM / Circolo del Cinema di Verona
Online screening of John From and interview with the director.
In collaboration with Circolo del Cinema di Verona.
FRIDAY, THE 23TH APRIL - SUNDAY THE 2 MAY, 9.30AM – 9.45AM

Bergamo Film Meeting Diary
Day after day, for the entire duration of the Festival, a series of videos will be available on BFM's
online channels designed to describe all the highlights from the festival programme!
Conducted by the LongTake editorial staff, these short pills will give space to critics, guests and BFM
staff to guide the spectators’ choices, illustrate the daily programme of the Festival and mark the
most important appointments.
By LongTake editorial staff.
SATURDAY, THE 1ST OF MAY, 5.30PM - 7.30PM

HITCH: The man who knew too much and Alfred Hitchcock masterpieces!
In collaboration with Bergamo Film Meeting, LongTake is pleased to invite you to a free webinar
dedicated to the great English director. A two-hour journey in which the most important works of the
Director of the Thrill will be analyzed, starting with The Man Who Knew Too Much, the 1934 movie
that will be screened during BFM 2021! Rare Window, The Birds, Vertigo, North by Northwest and
Psycho: we’ll retrace some of the main stages of a unique and unrepeatable filmography. Through
some emblematic sequences, the webinar will be aimed at analyzing, interpreting and critically
investigating themes, obsessions and formal research of one of the Masters of Cinema. The webinar
will be held by Andrea Chimento, director of LongTake, film critic from IlSole24Ore.com and university
professor.

